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Personal slides

B1

.1 – Providence Hospital [exterior of hospital on L Street and 9th Avenue in Anchorage, fireweed in field in foreground, small cabin at right]
.2 – Providence Hospital, Christmas time, Anchorage [exterior entrance at night, with lighted cross and Christmas trees]
.3 – Anchorage, 1940 [Fourth Avenue summer street scene looking east to Chugach Mountains from E Street, with automobiles, pedestrians, and signs for businesses including Hewitt’s Drug Store, Cheechako Tavern, KFQD]
.4 – Anchorage [spectators watching football game, buildings in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.5 – Anch. football [similar to .4, spectators possibly soldiers]
.6 – Football, Anchorage [similar to .4]
.7 – Planes at Spenard [Woodley Airways airplanes with skis parked at Lake Spenard in winter, Curtiss-Wright Sedan 6-B in foreground with tail number NC14975, possibly Travel Air S-6000-B NC432W in background]
.8 – Susitna Mt. [view across Cook Inlet to Mount Susitna at sunset, houses and street in foreground]
.9 – Skiing at Arctic Valley, Anchorage. 258, McCutcheon, Anchorage, Alaska [skiers at Arctic Valley Ski Bowl. commercial slide misfiled]
.10 – Anchorage, Moore [man wearing plaid shirt and cap standing with sled, dog team stopped on plowed winter road, black bear in lead position, Chugach Mountains in background]
.11 – Palmer [same dog team with black bear as in .10]
.12 – Palmer [similar to .11]
.13 – Anchorage [young girl wearing plaid shirt and covered in blanket seated on two-wheeled cart being pulled by black bear on dirt road]
.14 – [similar to .13]
.15 – Geese, Berry’s, Palmer, 1948 [white geese in fenced area near small pond]
.16 – Fall near Experimental Farm [view down gravel road to yellowed birch trees, automobile fender in foreground]
.17 – Farm scene, Palmer [hay stacks in field]
.18 – Farm, Palmer [gravel road at left, homestead with barn and cultivated fields at right, mountains in distance]
.19 – Farm scene, Palmer [homestead with barn and outbuildings close to base of mountains]
.20 – Farm scene, barn [tractor parked next to large barn]
.21 – Palmer [young boy holding large cabbage]
.22 – Cauliflower, 1943
.23 – Sherrod’s hayfield [hay stacks in field, Max Sherrod farm]
.24 – Matanuska hayfield, winter [snow on hay stacks in foreground, mountains in background]
.25 – Palmer office [yellow brick building with stone chimney at left, Quonset hut with sign for Sherrod Gardens at right, low building in background, mountains in distance, winter]
.26 – Palmer, Knik River, 1939 [winter scenic of river]
.27 – Matanuska Gl., Palmer [terminus of Matanuska Glacier, summer]
.28 – Matanuska Glacier, 1943 [glacier terminus, winter]
.29 – Finger Lake, Palmer [scenic]
.30 – Palmer church picnic, Wasilla Lake [people on shore, in rowboat, and swimming]
.31 – Picnic grounds, Wasilla, Alaska [people near two wooden tables set up outdoors, large tent in background]
.32 – Picnic grounds, Wasilla, Alaska [people sitting on ground eating, Father Hubbard at center? Original image blurry]
.33 – Fr. Hubbard taking pictures at Palmer picnic, St. Michael’s [Father Bernard Hubbard holding camera standing near tripod, people seated on ground eating]
.34 – Palmer [Father Hubbard standing at tripod running video camera]
.35 – Palmer [Father Hubbard and unidentified man standing eating food at picnic]
.36 – Palmer [Father Hubbard standing eating food, Wasilla Lake in background]
.37 – Palmer [woman standing over camp fire, roasting marshmallow, pile of firewood in background]
.38 – Palmer [man and woman standing near flower bed next to yellow brick house, Max Sherrod?]
.39 – Palmer [man wearing brown suit, black shirt, and white tie with camera around neck standing in flower garden, Ernest Gruening?]
.40 – Cath. Ch. Palmer, Xmas [interior of church altar decorated for Christmas, St. Michael’s Catholic Church]
.41 – Palmer [similar to .40]
.42 – Palmer altar [altar and statues inside log church, St. Michael’s Catholic Church]
.43 – Palmer May Day [altar with statue of Virgin Mary decorated with flowers inside log church, St. Michael’s Catholic Church]
.44 – Altar, St. Michael’s, Palmer, Ala. [similar to .43]
.45 – Palmer [wider view of altars shown in .42-.43, St. Michael’s Catholic Church]
.46 – St. Michael’s Cath. Ch. Altar, Palmer [similar to .45]
.47 – Palmer [barrel stove inside St. Michael’s Catholic Church]
.48 – Palmer [interior of St. Michael’s Catholic Church, showing wooden pews, statue of Saint Joseph, barrel stove, log construction]
.49 – Palmer [interior of St. Michael’s Catholic Church showing pews, altar]
.50 – Niel Wright’s drug store fire [night scene of fire at drug store owned by Neal Wright, Palmer]
.51 – Fire, Palmer [similar to .50]
.52 – Palmer [similar to .50]
.53 – Petersburg Road [view down road in winter, fire hydrant at right, mountains in distance]
.54 – Eagle River [woman standing in field of flowers]
.55 – Mt., inlet [scenic of Turnagain Arm]
.56 – Mts., airplane [Woodley Airways airplane parked in field, mountains in background]
.57 – Lazy Mt. & the Matterhorn, Palmer Highway [view down road in winter]
.58 – Copper Center near Palmer [two women standing outside Copper Center Roadhouse]
.59 – Seldovia, 1947 [ships at dock in Kachemak Bay]
.60 – Glenn & Mary, Kenai Lake [dog and baby seated on blanket outside log cabin]
.61 – Roy eating watermelon [shirtless man seated on stoop of log cabin shown in .60, watermelon and bottle on stoop, stack of firewood at right]
.62 – [man wearing khaki coveralls and billed cap posed with moose carcass in wooded area]
.63 – Caribou, Bob [man posed with caribou carcass and rifle on taiga]
.64 – Homesteader cabin [men standing outside log cabin in wooded area, bird house on pole at right]
.65 – Palmer school [Alaska Railroad track in foreground, mountains in distance]
.66 – Fireweed [man urinating in field. Cf. 71]
.67 – Nell & Bud’s house [wood-frame house with tall delphiniums by front door, Palmer. Cf. .262]
.68 – Horse on homestead [two horses browsing near stand of trees, mountains in distance]
.69 – Alaskan cabin [log cabin with orange caulkling and red trim, white wood-frame house with red trim in back]
.70 – Huskies [man standing in yard with two dogs, one seated on top of kennel, buildings in background]
.71 – Albino husky [man standing on river bank near small dog house, dog chained to post, same man as in .66?]
.72 – [boy with shovel standing on stoop of Catholic church in winter, mountain in background]
.73 – Horseshoe Lake in winter [aerial]
.74 – Mt. scenic, Alaska [aerial]
.75 – Moose, Crescent Lake, 4 qts., wt. 663 lbs. dressed, 9-3-45 [rifle propped against moose carcass in grass]
.76 – Moose, Crescent Lake, 1945 [dressed meat hanging from tree]
.77 – Duck flats [mud flats along Cook Inlet]
.78 – Duck flats [creek cutting through flats, mountains in distance]
.79 – Clark’s Pass [aerial]
.80 – Alaskan town in Bristol Bay [aerial. original image blurry]
.81 – Bristol Bay fishing camp [cannery building, men walking up dock, Columbia River Packers Association boats 53 and 54 at dock next to floatplane, sailboats in bay in distance, Naknek?] .82 – River & lake, Alaska [flats at sunset, Bristol Bay area?]
.83 – Salmon [mother and daughter cleaning fish at table along river shore, boy hauling fish onto dock with pole, younger daughter carrying baby across plank boardwalk, wooden barrels in foreground, skiff pulled onto shore in background; at AFN 2014, location identified as Salmon Lake on Seward Peninsula; at AFN 2015, woman identified as Irene O’Connor (Quyaghesie) from Wales]
.84 – Airplane at Naknek [Woodley Airways floatplane, Travel Air S600B NC360M taxiing]
.85 – Gas cases at Naknek [cases piled at Naknek airport, tail of aircraft at right, possibly Blazo fuel]
.86 – Aleutian rocks, birds [actually butterflies on muddy shore]
.87 – Tom cod fishing, Unalakleet, 1947 [man ice fishing at small hole]
.88 – Kodiak. Gairvette [boats in harbor, buildings on bluff leading down to water. Original image blurry. commercial slide misfiled]
.89 – Sunset, Alitak, 10/47. Gairvette [Akhiok. commercial slide misfiled]
.90 – Fairbanks, Aaa. Bear cub [woman bottle feeding two black bear cubs in outdoor enclosure]
.91 – Community hall on Yukon [view up from floatplane dock to group of adults and children gathered outside two-story wood-frame building; at AFN 2014, tentatively identified as Tanana]
.92 – Yukon River [boats and sawhorses on shore in foreground]
.93 – Nome airfield, PAA clipper ship [DC-4 Pan American World Airways Clipper Reindeer on tarmac, crew walking at left, large hangar in background]
.94 – Maynard Hospital fire, Nome, Alaska [night scene, 1948]
.95 – Catholic Church, Nome, Alaska [winter street scene, church at left, St. Joseph Catholic Church? Probably after 1946]
.96 – Reindeer herd, Nome, Alaska [herd grazing on winter tundra]
.97 – Bering Sea freeze, Nome [bird’s eye view of man standing amid pressure ridges]
.98 – Freighter on Bering Sea, June ice floes [large freighter at anchor in amid sea ice]
.99 – Double rainbow, Bering Sea, Nome, Alaska [trash on beach in foreground]
.100 – Sunset, Bering Sea
.102 – Mud-whalebone house, L. Alexander & Native children, Pt. Hope, 1947 [group portrait of five children wearing print parkas with fur trim, two older women in fur parkas outside semi-subterranean dwelling. At AFN 2015, identified as Esther Norton’s sod house]
.103 – Pt. Barrow Esk. [three Alaska Native boys wearing canvas parkas with fur ruffs, dog in foreground]
.104 – [Alaska Native woman wearing fur parka with geometric trim, headscarf, and mukluks and carrying young child standing outside, probably ice fishing, village buildings in background; at AFN 2014, location identified as Barrow, woman identified as Virginia Simmonds Brower, building in background, left, as old Brower’s Arctic Hotel]
.105 – Hydaburg sawmill, 4/48 [small sawmill on shoreline]
.106 – Totem pole, Saxman, 1947 [giant clam totem]
.107 – Totem pole, Saxman, 1948 [Lincoln pole]
.108 – Sitka Harbor [boats and docks as seen from water. Black-and-white image]
.109 – Scene, Sitka, Aaa. [Castle Hill, Cable House, and adjacent building as seen from water, bow of boat in foreground]
.110 – Sitka [exterior of Cathedral of St. Michael the Archangel]
.111 – Sheldon Jackson sch., Sitka [exterior of Sheldon Jackson College in winter]
.112 – Sitka [dog standing in deep snow, grave markers protruding from snow]
.113 – Nat. cemetery, Sitka [marker with plaque for Sitka National Cemetery]
.114 – Baranof Castle, Sitka, Ala. [exterior]
.115 – The Pioneer, Sitka [statue outside Pioneer Home]
.116 – Totem park, Sitka [Wasagno Legend Pole and Raven/Shark Pole]
.117 – Sitka Nat. Cemetery [grave markers and flagpole in summer]
.118 – Totem pole, Sitka, 1948 [Totem Square, Pioneer Home and spire of St. Michael’s Cathedral in background]
.119 – Ketchikan [winter scene, Creek Street and Ketchikan Creek]
.120 – Ketchikan [winter scene, snowy trees along Ketchikan Creek]
.121 – Ketchikan [winter scene, bird’s eye view of buildings and trees with fresh snow]
.122 – Looking over Ketchikan from Fed. Bldg. [similar to .121]
.123 – [man boosting woman onto totem, Seward Pole in background, winter, Saxman? Cf. .124]
.124 – One of our nurses & totem, Ketchikan [woman seated on totem]
.126 – Ketchikan, Mar. 25, ’48 [Pole on the Point totem]
.127 – Church, Wrangle [girl in blue hooded coat standing on stone porch of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, Wrangell]
.128 – Wrangle church [interior of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church with pews, Wrangell]
.129 – Wrangle church [interior of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church with pews, altar, Wrangell]
.130 – Wrangell [exterior of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, girl in blue hooded coat with boy and dog on lawn at right]
.131 – Catholic church, Wrangel [exterior of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church, Wrangell]
132 – Catholic church, Wrangel [interior of St. Rose of Lima Catholic Church with altar, Wrangell]
133 – Plane coming into Wrangle [amphibious airplane with Coastal-Ellis colors taxiing]
134 – Scene, Wrangell, Aaa. [seagulls sitting on roof of building at end of dock]
135 – Children at Wrangle Institute [Alaska Native woman and three children outside building, Wrangell Institute]
136 – Wrangle scene [view across water to mountains, brick pillar in foreground, winter, Wrangell]
137 – Wrangle Institute from the air [aerial of Wrangell Institute in winter]
138 – Looking across at Wrangle [Ketchikan? same as .125]
139 – Reflection, Wrangle [scenic sunset]
140 – Wrangle dock [waterfront as seen from water]
141 – Shrimping at Wrangle [fisherman bending over container of shrimp and fish on boat or dock]
142 – Glacier ice near Wrangle [ice floes in water near shore, Wrangell area]
143 – Boys at picnic, Angoon [four Alaska Native boys seated outdoors eating off paper plates; at AFN 2014, identified as Jack Demmert (far left), Edwin John (second from left)]
144 – Reflection, lighthouse, Killisnoo near Angoon [buildings and lighted channel marker as seen from water]
145 – Angoon, taken from boat [buildings along waterfront]
146 – Angoon, church, teacherage, school [buildings along waterfront, fishing boat at anchor]
147 – Motor boat near Angoon [wooden boat passing, shore in background]
148 – Fishing boat near Angoon [boat passing in channel]
149 – Old Indian monuments near Angoon [woman in red jacket and headscarf standing next to grave marker]
150 – Angoon boy with dogs [boy wearing leather jacket kneeling with dogs on boardwalk; at AFN 2014, tentatively identified as Archie Kahklen]
151 – Cannery near Ketchikan from air [cannery complex, road in back, fish traps in water]
152 – Moon from my window, Kake [view across sound]
153 – Cannery at Angoon [bird's eye view of ship, docks, men loading net onto boat]
154 – South on Franklin Ave., winter 1947, Juneau, Alaska [street scene with automobiles, banner over street reading “Welcome Visiting Skiers”]
155 – Juneau airport, 5/48 [passengers waiting in foreground, Pan American World Airways airplane on tarmac in background]
156 – Helen Keenan & Alaska Coastal, Juneau [woman standing on dock next to Alaska Coastal Airlines amphibious airplane in winter]
157 – Steamer near Juneau [large steamship under way]
158 – Juneau boat dock [boats, including Naha, in harbor]
159 – Mrs. Gruening & Lois, Juneau [three women fishing on rocky river bank, Dorothy Gruening wearing high rubber boots and headscarf seated holding rod and carrying creel, another wearing plaid wool shirt and cap, short leather boots, eyeglasses, and wristwatch and holding rod. Cf. .182]
160 – Me at Juneau airport [woman waving from stairs up to door of Pacific Northern Airlines airplane, tail marked U.S. Mail AAM-108 Air Express, Nell Mullaney? Same plane as .161]
.161 – Airfield & plane, Juneau, Aaa. [Pacific Northern Airlines DC-3 tail number N37469 on tarmac, passengers standing near truck parked at right]
.162 – Juneau airport [truck parked on tarmac next to tail of Pacific American Airlines DC-4 N79012, Clipper Reindeer]
.163 – Ice cap on Mt. Roberts, Juneau [aerial]
.164 – Mendenhall Glacier [close-up of terminus]
.165 – S. Franklin, Juneau [street scene with automobiles and signs for businesses including The Nugget Shop, Gastineau Hotel, The Baranof Hotel, Guy Smith Drugs]
.166 – Juneau [bird’s eye view of waterfront, buildings]
.167 – Baranof Hotel where Nell and Bud lived [exterior]
.168 – Shrine Island near Juneau [Shrine of St. Therese, log bridge to island at left]
.169 – Shrine Is., Juneau [log bridge with culvert at right, stone pillars visible on island]
.170 – Near Shrine Isl. [scenic of coastline]
.171 – St. Theresa’s Shrine, Juneau [log bridge with culvert at left]
.172 – Ch. Of St. Terese, Shrine Island [stone chapel, statue of St. Therese at right, after 1941]
.173 – Juneau [waterfront as seen from boat, Alaska Steamship Company docks in center, people standing at ship railing in foreground]
.174 – Juneau dock scene [woman standing on dock, looking out over channel]
.175 – Juneau [south waterfront as seen from boat or Douglas Island]
.176 – Channel scene, Juneau [glacier terminus seen from water]
.177 – Air scene, Juneau [low aerial of waterfront, small boat harbor, Juneau-Douglas bridge at far right]
.179 – Nativity C. Ch., Juneau [exterior, Cathedral of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary]
.180 – Juneau [similar to .179]
.181 – Juneau [woman sitting on rocky river bank. Original image blurry]
.182 – Juneau [three women fishing on rocky river bank, Dorothy Gruening wearing high rubber boots and headscarf seated holding rod and carrying creel, Lois wearing plaid wool shirt and cap, short leather boots, eyeglasses, and wristwatch and holding rod. cf. .159]
.183 – Juneau [woman seated on rocks near shore, channel in background]
.184 – Juneau [man and woman panning in rocky creek]
.185 – Small boat harbor, Juneau [boats at anchor, including Nightingale]
.186 – Juneau [fish net being raised from water, fish thrashing]
.187 – Juneau [woman seated in snowbank along plowed road in winter, same woman as .183]
.188 – Ice cavern, Mendenhall Glacier
.189 – Mendenhall Glacier, winter ’48, Juneau, Alaska [two women standing near terminus]
.190 – Mendenhall, Juneau [woman standing near terminus, same woman as .183]
.191 – Mendenhall Glacier, air, Juneau
.192 – Juneau, Mendenhall [glacier as seen from Auke Lake]
.193 – Auke Lake, Mendenhall, Juneau [similar to .192]
.194 – [entrance of The Nugget Shop, Juneau]
.195 – Juneau [Mendenhall Glacier from Auke Lake]
.196 – Juneau [woman seated on rocky shore, channel in background]
.197 – [Juneau airport, terminal building at right, fuel truck parked in front, DC-4 on tarmac]
.198 – Juneau [Fourth of July parade, Filipino Community float]
.199 – Parade, 4th of July [floats]
.200 – [Juneau, Fourth of July parade, float with banners for “Future Dairymen” and “Mendenhall 4-H Club for Boys”]
.201 – Juneau [fresh snow on streets, staircase in background]
.202 – Basin Road [woman standing in snow next to sign for Mt. Juneau Trail and Perseverance Mine]
.203 – Near Mendenhall Glacier [same woman as in .202 standing near rocky creek]
.204 – [steamer *Prince George* at Juneau dock, after 1948]
.205 – Governor’s Mansion, Juneau, Aaa. [exterior]

B2

.206 – P. Kath [lifeboats being lowered from the side of the steamer *Princess Kathleen*, listing after running aground at Lena Point in Lynn Canal, 1952]
.207 – P. Kath [similar to .206, ship lower in water]
.208 – [bow of *Princess Kathleen* rising out of water as ship sinks, showing gash in hull]
.209 – [similar to .208, showing proximity of rocks at right]
.210 – P. Kath [ship sinking, approximately half way into water]
.211 – [similar to .210, ship lower in water]
.212 – P. Kath, Juneau, boat sink [ship going down, man on rocks in foreground]
.213 – [*Princess Kathleen* under water, only mast showing, spectators on rocks in foreground]
.214 – House & car [automobile parked next to picket fence in residential area, unidentified location]
.215 – Building cabin [log cabin under construction]
.216 – [small airplane on airstrip, Quonset hut at right, unidentified location; at AFN 2014, location identified as Juneau with Mendenhall Glacier in background, right]
.217 – [man standing on floats of yellow floatplane tail number NC2134E, mountains in distance]
.218 – Plane at base camp [Woodley Airways airplane with wheels parked next to frozen lake, unidentified location]
.219 – Wolves [man kneeling next to four wolf carcasses hanging from beam next to buildings]
.220 – Wolves [two men standing with four wolf carcasses hanging from beam]
.221 – Wolves [similar to .220]
.222 – Wolves, beaver [two men holding three beaver carcasses, standing next to same buildings as in .219-.221, Gren Collins Stinson Reliant NC13458 in background, unidentified location]
.223 – Mac, Ward, bear [two men posed with brown bear carcass in winter woods, rifle and snowshoes propped in snow]
.224 – Gunda[?], camp, fishing [woman seated near small tent in low brush, second person obscured by brush in foreground]
.225 – [man wearing hip waders, brimmed hat, and eyeglasses holding rod and kneeling on shore with string of fish and creel, wing of floatplane at right, LeRoy Flora? Cf. .293]
.226 – Mary & Rick [two children outdoors in winter, boy holding stick with small fish]
.227 – [man, woman, and younger woman seated on couch in living room]
.228 – [man and woman seated indoors next to Christmas tree and presents]
.229 – [similar to .228]
.230 – [same man and woman as in .228 seated on couch in living room, Christmas decorations on coffee table, boldly patterned wallpaper on walls]
.231 – [bird’s eye view of settlement on bend in river, mountains in background]
.232 – Alaska scene on river [coastline in winter, bird’s eye view of small buildings at base of bluff, pedestrian bridge or dock, mountains in distance; at AFN 2014, location identified as east side of Cook Inlet on Kenai Peninsula, probably near Ninilchik, with Mt. Redoubt in distance]

“Dr. Flora”
.233 – Pursuits above Palmer, 8-41 [military airplanes flying in formation]
.234 – Pursuits above Palmer, 8-41 [similar to .233]
.235 – Pursuits above Palmer, 8-41 [two military airplanes in flight]
.236 – Pursuits above Palmer, 8-41 [similar to .233]
.237 – Bomber low over Palmer, 8-41 [military airplane in flight]
.238 – Bomber low over Palmer, 8-41 [military airplane low to ground, building at right, mountains in background. Original slide damaged]
.239 – Art & Don Dorsey in Sherrod’s cabbage patch, 8-41
.240 – Palmer, flower bed, Sherrod’s, 8-41
.241 – Palmer, pansies, Sherrod’s, 8-41
.242 – Palmer, pansies, Sherrod’s, 8-41
.243 – Eklutna Lake looking east, 8-41
.244 – Peter Sunrise, Palmer Hosp., 9-41 [young Alaska Native boy standing on hospital porch]
.245 – Sunset, Palmer, 9-41 [with buildings]
.246 – Sunset, Palmer, 9-41 [with buildings, water tower]
.247 – Mt. McKinley from Birchwood, 1-42
.248 – Mt. McKinley from Eagle River, 1-42
.249 – Eklutna cemetery, 2-42 [grave markers in winter]
.250 – Max Sherrod’s farm, 3-30-42 [homestead in winter, with buildings and automobile]
.251 – Pig, Sherrod’s, 3-30-42 [pig foraging in snow, pen in background]
.252 – Matanuska Valley from Independence Mine, 3-42 [winter view, mine building at right]
.253 – Sun through smoke, Palmer, 5-15-42 [buildings in foreground, Alaska Railroad train on tracks in background]
.254 – Glynn & Gunda, picnic at Peck’s, 5-30-42 [woman holding ice cream cone sitting with dog on lawn]
.255 – Hot caps, Sherrod’s, 5-42 [cultivated field with insulating material over plants]
.256 – Matanuska Valley from Mine Road, 6-8-42 [summer view from Hatcher Pass. Cf. .252]
.257 – Mt. McKinley from Willow Creek Rd., 6-23-42
.258 – Picnic, Sherrod’s cabin on bank of Matanuska River, 7-4-42 [group portrait of large group of people and dog outside log cabin, automobiles parked at left]
.259 – Oil well, Chickaloon, Alaska, 7-5-42 [wooden well frame in wooded area with fireweed]
.260 – Oil well, Chickaloon, Alaska, 7-5-42 [similar to .259]
.261 – Oil well, Chickaloon, Alaska, 7-5-42 [close-up of base of well]
.262 – Delphiniums, Mullaney’s, Palmer, 7-42 [tall flowers next to house entrance. cf. .67]
.263 – Delphiniums, Mullaney’s, Palmer, 7-42
.264 – Picnic, Sherrod’s, 7-30-42 [people gathered near tables set under tall trees]
.265 – Max Sherrod, shocking grain, 8-42 [man stacking hay in field, tractor in background]
.266 – Pansies, Sherrod’s, Palmer, 8-42
.267 – Fireweed, Palmer, 8-42
.268 – Gunda’s asters, Palmer, 9-42
.269 – Gunda’s poppies, Palmer. 9-42
.270 – First moose, 1-2-43 [moose carcass in wooded area in winter]
.271 – Frost, Anchorage, 1-43 [hoar frost on telephone wires in residential area]
.272 – One of Geo. Blair’s dogs, 1-11-43 [dog portrait]
.273 – Talkeetna, 1-12-43 [street scene in winter, with H.W. Nagley store at left]
.274 – MacDonald’s dog, 1-13-43 [dog sitting on kennel in winter]
.275 – Matanuska Station, 1943 [winter scenic, creek in foreground, mountains in distance]
.276 – Bear trap, Tustumena, 1944 [woman and boy standing outside log cabin next to large steel trap]
.277 – Lingonberries at Tustumena Lake, 1944
.278 – Matanuska Glacier, 1944 [view down Glenn Highway from north]
.279 – Pioneer Peak slide, 1944 [view down Palmer Road to snow slide]
.280 – Columbia Glacier from airplane, 6-45
.281 – Copper River gorge, Chitina trip, ’45 [waterfall]
.282 – Copper River, Chitina trip, 1945 [base of waterfall]
.283 – Copper River, Chitina trip, 1945 [bird’s eye view of valley]
.284 – Stage coach, Chitina, ’45 [wooden wagon marked “N.C. Co. Fairbanks Chitina W.F. & Co. Exp.” In yard next to hotel]
.285 – Molly moose at Wavericks, Chitina trip, ’45 [moose standing next to log cabin, i.e. Paul Wavrick cabin]
.286 – Molly moose, Paul, Eureka Roadhouse, ’45 [man, possibly Paul Wavrick, feeding moose from wooden crate, mountains in background]
.287 – Glenn, Nell’s dog, Tustumena, ’45 [dog carrying fish on gravel creek bank]
.288 – Stinson, Crescent L., 1945 [man carrying backpack standing in water next to floatplane tail number NC13474 on Crescent Lake, dressed meat laying on floats]
.289 – Stinson, fishing, 1945 [same floatplane as in .288]
.290 – Lake Spenard, 1946 4th July [distant view of shore from water. original image blurry]
.291 – Stinson, caribou hunt, 1946 [floatplane coming in for landing on lake]
.292 – Stinson, Big Lake, 1946 winter [airplane with skis on frozen lake]
.293 – Dr. Flora’s plane [man wearing hip waders and brimmed hat standing next to Aeronca 15AC Sedan floatplane tail number N1092H]
.294 – Trout, Iliamna, Hursts, 1944 [fish and rod on muddy bank]

**Commercial slides**
.295 – Register cabin, Mendenhall Glacier . Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [log structure at terminus]
.296 – Juneau sunset #2. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [scenic of water, small island with pine trees]
.297 – Mendenhall Glacier. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [terminus, lake in foreground]
.298 – Iceberg. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.299 – Alaska glacier, Mendenhall. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.300 – Mendenhall Glacier close-up. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.301 – Salmon catch, Juneau. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [men emptying net on dock]
.302 – Cutting up salmon. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [man in rain coat and hat cleaning fish on dock]
.303 – Mt. McKinley sunset. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [frozen Wonder Lake in foreground]
.305 – Bull fur seal. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.306 – Sea gulls. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.307 – Giant halibut. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [man standing next to hanging fish on dock]
.308 – 107. Petersburg. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [waterfront as seen from water]
.310 – 110. Totem pole. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [Sun and Raven mortuary post, Saxman]
.311 – 111. Cook Inlet sunset. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.313 – 44. Cutting up salmon. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [same image as .302]
.314 – 51. Anchorage, aerial. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau [looking northeast from Cook Inlet, park strip in foreground, with Providence Hospital, Elmendorf Air Force Base, buildings under construction or destruction at west end of park strip past L Street]
.315 – 63. Sea lion pup. Alaska Color Slides, Juneau
.316 – Mendenhall Glacier. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks [view from Auke Lake]
.317 – Arc midnight sun, 6/21, Yukon River at Circle. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks
.318 – Winter beauty, Fairbanks. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks [winter street scene in residential area with log cabins]
.319 – Alaska wild rose, Fairbanks. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks
.320 – Gorgeous red dahlia, diameter 15 inches. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks
.321 – Belle of the Yukon. Katherine Boswell, Fairbanks [Alaska Native woman wearing parka with large fur ruff]
.322 – Snow scene near Juneau, Alaska. Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau
.323 – Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau [winter scene, stone building and parking area in foreground, Juneau?]
.324 – Juneau ski trail. Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau [three skiers on hillside]
.325 – Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau [bird’s eye view of Juneau, Gastineau Hotel in foreground, with Martin Victor Furs at left]
.326 – Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau [Palmer School in winter, with mountains in distance]
.327 – Palmer, Aaa. Photo by Trevor Davis, Juneau [same image as .326]
.328 – F142. Pioneer Peak, Matanuska Valley. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage
.329 – F149. Interior Fourth Avenue Theater, Anchorage. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage
.331 – F174. Lazy Mt., Matanuska River, Glenn Hi-way. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [winter]
.332 – F188. Mt. McKinley from Camp Eilson [sic]. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage
.334 – F240. Nome on Arctic coast line. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [low aerial]
.337 – F281. Eskimo’s in summer dress, Unalakleet. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [group of Alaska Native women, man and child standing on beach, house and drying rack in background; labeled in manuscript as Nome; at AFN 2014, location identified as Unalakleet, woman in white headscarf identified as Martha Nanook. At AFN 2015, people identified as (left to right): Stefan Katchatag, Thora Katchatag with Clarabelle Katchatag, Jennie Katchatag, Gertie Ryan, Edna Paneok, Martha Nanouk, Lena Williams, unknown]
.338 – F292. Knik Bridge from Pioneer Peak. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [bird’s eye view looking straight across bridge]
.341 – F316. Black bear going fishing. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [bear in wooded area]
.343 – F326. Sunset on Bristol Bay. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [man in sailboat silhouetted in foreground]
.344 – F328. Moose feeding on willows. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [winter]
.345 – F338. Home of the trapper. 4th Ave. Fotoshop, Anchorage [winter camp, man standing next to small tent, supplies, skis, and snowshoes in snow. Labeled in manuscript as Palmer]
.346 – Sitka church, 6/47. Gairvette [exterior of Cathedral of St. Michael the Archangel, with automobiles, sign for Curios]
.347 – Sunset, Metlakatla. Gairvette
.348 – Platinum dredge. Gairvette [original image blurry]
.349 – Eskimo baskets & dolls collection at Kake. Gairvette
.350 – Haines Cutoff, 5/49. Gairvette [log cabin in winter]
.351 – Haines Cutoff, 5/49. Gairvette [military Jeep on plowed highway in winter]
.352 – West Juneau. Gairvette [bird’s eye view of residential area]
.353 – Log house, Glacier Hwy., Juneau. Gairvette [log cabin in summer]
.354 - #1226. Chilkat Indians in dancing dress. Griffin’s, Fairbanks [two women wearing Chilkat robes and headdresses posed outdoors. In 2016, identified by Harold Jacobs as L to R; Julia Widmark (Aandaxhltín) and Elizabeth Basco (Kaatshi Tláa). The picture was likely taken in Sitka.]
.355 - #1227. Chilkat Indians in dancing costume. Griffin’s, Fairbanks [two women wearing headscarves with feathers and holding paddles posed outdoors. At AFN 2016, identified as Aan’ Yadi’ robes, or Children of the Land robes, of Raven clan, possibly from Hoonah or Angoon. At AFN 2018, identified as left to right: Elizabeth Basco, Kaagwantaan, and Julia Widmark]
.356 – 1137. Sled dogs, Pt. Barrow. Griffin’s, Fairbanks [dog team in harness resting on snow, barrels and buildings in background]
.357 – Sunset, Turnagain Arm. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass
.362 - #23. S.S. Baranof docking at [Juneau written in manuscript]. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [passengers waiting on dock at right]
.366 - 44. Double rainbow. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass
.368 - #54. Alaska cache. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [log cache in summer. Labeled in manuscript as Palmer]
.370 – 64. Alaska trapper and dog with sled. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [man kneeling in snow next to single dog in harness]
.372 – 65. Frost on birch tree. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [labeled in manuscript as Juneau. same image as .371]
.373 – 70. Willow ptarmigan. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [winter. Labeled in manuscript as Palmer]
.374 - #73. Eskimo boy. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [studio portrait of Alaska Native boy wearing fur parka, gut in background. At AFN 2015, identified as St. Lawrence Island style parka]
.375 - #74. Eskimo girl wearing summer parka. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [studio portrait of Alaska Native girl, same backdrop as .374; at AFN 2014, woman identified as Beda Slwooko of Gambell]
.376 - #75. Eskimo man. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [portrait of Alaska Native man wearing white parka with short fur ruff standing near ice ridge. Labeled in manuscript as Palmer. At AFN 2015, identified as Pusaa (Busoo) of St. Lawrence Island]
.378 - #77. Eskimo children of St. Lawrence Island. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [group of children on beach. Cf. .377; at AFN 2014, identified as Apangalook family, with Lily Apangalook at right]
379 - #78. Eskimo dog teams on St. Lawrence Island. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [mushers and several dog teams lined up on ice, red flags on poles set into ice, dog sled race?]

380 - #86. Eskimo girl fleshing seal skin. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [two Alaska Native women working skin, dogs next to house in background; at AFN 2014, woman facing camera identified as Estelle Oozeveseuk of Gambell]

381 - #87. Eskimo girls wearing summer parkas. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [two Alaska Native women wearing print parkas with fur ruffs posed outdoors, buildings in background; at AFN 2014, location identified as Gambell, woman at right identified as Vivian Iyakatan]

382 - #91. Eskimo women at Kotzebue, Alaska. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [women with backs to camera standing next to boat on beach, wearing fur and print parkas, one woman carrying baby]

383 - #98. Alaska red fox. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [winter]

384 - #100. Gold nuggets. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [close-up of woman’s hand with large nuggets, box labeled “Photo Shop” in background]

385 - #151. Chena River & bridge, Fairbanks, Alaska. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [bird’s eye view looking towards Immaculate Conception Catholic Church]

386 - #164. Univ. of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [summer, campus buildings with field in foreground]


388 - #228. Dogs and kids, Ruby, Alaska. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [Alaska Native children and puppies posed on sled frame in winter, fish rack, cache, and log cabin in background]

389 - #230. Sled dog pups. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [two puppies in harness. Labeled in manuscript as Nome]

390 - #249. Start of walrus hunt, St. Lawrence Island. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [men in umiak]

391 - #257. Eskimo child. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [Alaska Native boy wearing parka with fur ruff standing outdoors in winter, chained dogs near house in background, woman at right]

392 - #282. Trapper’s cabin in winter. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [log cabin in winter. Labeled in manuscript as Palmer]

393 - #286. Alaska sled dog. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [dog portrait]

394 - #295. Eskimo woman splitting walrus hide. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall, Moose Pass [woman wearing parka and mukluks standing on short ladder next to skin on drying rack. Labeled in manuscript as Fairbanks]


398 – 83. Cross fox in summer fur, near Mt. McKinley. McCutcheon, Anchorage

399 – 84. Parka squirrel, Eilsen [sic], Ala. McCutcheon, Anchorage
.400 – 85. Moose in Wonder Lake, portion of Mt. McKinley in bkgrnd. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage
.402 – 101. Evening sun on Mendenhall Glacier, hunter in foreground, Juneau. Photo by McCutcheon [man wearing backpack and red plaid shirt leaning on rifle in foreground]
.403 – 103. Taku Glacier near Juneau, close-up of active portion falling into sea. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage
.404 – 112. Porcupine, Palmer. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [actually hoary marmot]
.406 – 117. Homes in Alaska’s capital, Juneau. Photo by McCutcheon [houses in wooded area on hillside]
.407 – 120. Sunset on the Juneau-Douglas Br., Gastineau Channel. Photo by McCutcheon [Juneau Douglas Bridge]
.408 – 121. Juneau, Mt. Juneau in background, Juneau-Douglas Bridge, shows snow blowing off mt. in fall of the year. Photo by McCutcheon
.409 – 123. Flower garden at Sitka, old Russian capital of Alaska. Photo by McCutcheon
.410 – 128. Totem pole near Ketchikan, Alaska. McCutcheon, Anchorage [Pointing Figure, Saxman]
.414 – 140. Trappers cab, Palmer. Photo by McCutcheon [log cabin in fall, mountains in background]
.416 – 156. Fairbanks. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [fish camp on riverbank, boat near shore, nets on racks on beach, drying racks on low bluff, Tanana River?]
.417 – 159. Sunset on the Kuskokwim River. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage
.418 – 161. Fairbanks. Photo by McCutcheon [pedestrian on road in winter, trees covered in hoar frost]
.419 – 163. Husky sled dog in summer at Circle City on the Yukon River. McCutcheon, Anchorage [dog portrait]
.420 – 164. Brown bear cub at Tonsina Lodge, 80 miles from Valdez, Ala., Richardson Hiway. McCutcheon, Anchorage [bear cub with metal pail outside log building]
.421 – 168. Farm scene in the Matanuska Valley, Palmer. Photo by McCutcheon [homestead with barn, outbuildings, road at left, mountains in background]
.424 – 185. Tame flower garden at Anchorage, Aaa. McCutcheon, Anchorage
.425 – 188. Loussac-Sogn Bldg., office bldg., Anchorage. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [automobiles parked on Fifth Avenue outside Paul’s Jewelers]


.428 – 199. Mac’s Foto Service, Anchorage [polar bear, possibly polar-grizzly cross, in wire pen outdoors]


.430 – 204. Fairbanks. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [fish trap on river]

.431 – 207. Providence Hospital, Anchorage, Alaska. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [exterior in summer with American flag]


.434 – 220. Chugach Mountains, Palmer. Photo by McCutcheon [fields in foreground, homestead with barn and outbuildings in middle ground, mountains in distance]

.435 – 240. Portion, city of Palmer in the Mat. Valley, Chugach Mts. in background. Photo by McCutcheon [street scene in fall, possibly gas station at left, Palmer School at right?]

.436 – 241. Part of potato field, Matanuska Valley, Palmer. McCutcheon, Anchorage [cultivated field, fireweed and trees at right]

.437 – 247. Small planes on Anchorage airport in winter. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [airplanes including ERCO Ercoupe tail number NC93430, automobile parked next to small building with sign for “Airport Manager” at right]

.438 – 249. Ski bowl at Arctic Valley near Anchorage. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [skiers on slopes, two small buildings in background]

.439 – 274. Mac’s Foto Service, Anchorage [Alaska Native boy wearing parka with fur ruff seated in entrance to snow cave with two polar bear cubs]


.441 – 284. Matanuska Glacier from Glenn Hiway at about mile 107. McCutcheon, Anchorage [winter]

.442 – 286. Worthington Glacier in early spring, R. Hwy., 35 miles from Valdez, Ala. McCutcheon, Anchorage [view down Richardson Highway in winter]

.443 – 287. Nome. McCutcheon, Anchorage [view down row of buildings on waterfront, woman wearing parka standing next to house at right]

.444 – 290. Nome. McCutcheon, Anchorage [people ice fishing, dog sled near hole, umiak in foreground, open water in background]

.445 – 291. Nome. McCutcheon, Anchorage [Alaska Native elder woman wearing red parka, mittens, and mukluks seated near hole ice fishing, young Alaska Native girl wearing print parka seated on sled at right, tom cod piled on ice]

.446 – 294. Alaska R.R. rising over the Chugach Mountains, Palmer. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [view down Alaska Railroad tracks crossing wooden trestle bridge, winter]
Nome, Siberian coast, Gambell. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [Alaska Native women and children posed outdoors; at AFN 2014, location identified as Gambell, woman at right wearing pink parka with fur ruff and no hood identified as Beda Swooko; at AFN 2015, girl at left identified as Marcella Engi, woman in center holding child as native of Chukotka who came to Gambell and married Busoo’s son]

Indian grave at Eklutna, Alaska, situated bet. Anchorage & Palmer. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [grave markers and chapel, Old Saint Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church]

Nome. McCutcheon’s Foto, Anchorage [man stacking snow blocks for wind break or snow structure; at AFN 2014, location identified as Kotzebue; at AFN 2016, man tentatively identified as a Davidovics of Kotzebue]

Two Alaska Native women on beach, one wearing fur parka and headscarf and carrying baby, one wearing print parka with fur ruff; at AFN 2014, location identified as Kotzebue, women identified as Esther Ka’iane Norton, left, and Annie Howarth, right]

Mac’s Foto Service, Anchorage [baby moose]

Mac’s Foto Service, Anchorage [caribou on lake shore in fall]

Ordway, Juneau [Stations of the Cross, Station X, stone marker in wooded area with painting of Jesus being stripped of his clothes, probably Shrine of St. Therese, Shrine Island]

Ordway, Juneau [statue of St. Therese, Shrine of St. Therese, Shrine Island]

Eskimo dancers. Howard C. Robinson, Anchorage [dancers wearing fur parkas performing outdoors, possibly King Island Dancers, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]

Lead dog. Howard C. Robinson, Anchorage [two dogs in harness on frozen lake. Cf. .458]

Mendenhall Glacier. Howard C. Robinson, Anchorage [man wearing tie standing near terminus]

Alaska dog team, Palmer. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [dog team pulling sled across frozen lake, one man in basket and one on runners. Also labeled in manuscript as Fairbanks. Cf. .456]

World record brown bear, Kodiak. Robinson Studios, Anchorage [man, possibly Bob Reeve, standing in bedroom next to brown bear pelt spread across bed]

Alaska mt. goat. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [mountain goat in winter]

Mt. McKinley on Wonder Lake. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage

Oldest Eskimo church. Robinson Studios, Anchorage [interior of Russian Orthodox church, with priest standing on altar]

Frost scene, Anchorage. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [woman walking dog on street, trees covered in hoar frost]

Alaska Eskimo dance, Nome. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [two dancers wearing masks performing outdoors on snow, one holding dance fans; same masks, made in Hooper Bay, described on page 295 et seq. of The living tradition of Yup’ik masks: agayuliyararput = our way of making prayer by Ann Fienup-Riordan]

Matanuska Valley. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [cultivated fields in foreground, homestead in middle ground with barn, windmill, outbuildings, and automobiles, mountains in distance]

Northern Lights, Palmer. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage
.467 – King Island ivory carvers. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [Alaska Native men and boys standing and sitting near umiak on rack on beach, pieces of carved ivory on crates; at AFN 2014, boy seated in center foreground identified as a Kokuluk, man standing at right identified as Paul Tiulana]

.468 – Anchorage, Alaska. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [aerial looking east from Cook Inlet, park strip on right]

.469 – Columbia Glacier. c. Robinson Studio, Anchorage [aerial]

.470 – Mother-of-pearl sky, Anchorage. Robinson Studios, Anchorage

.471 – Rainbow Falls, Ketchikan. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan

.472 – Break of day in Alaska. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [scenic with snow-capped mountains reflected in water]

.473 – Alaska trout stream. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [scenic of river through tall pine trees]

.474 – Brailing herring, Ketchikan, Alaska. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [two rowboats tied to fishing boat, crew unloading net of fish onto boat]

.475 – Wrangell potlatch, Alaska Native. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [Alaska Native boy wearing robe with raven design standing in doorway]

.476 – Native potlatch costume, Wrangell, Alaska. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [Alaska Native man wearing robe and headdress standing indoors. In 2016, occasion identified as the dedication of the rebuilding of the Chief Shakes House in 1940]

.477 – Potlatch Native, Wrangell, Alaska. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [Alaska Native woman wearing robe and headdress and holding staff or flag standing in doorway; at AFN 2014, identified as Susie Tahltan Jones, wife of Charles Jones (Chief Shakes VIII)]

.478 – Alaska black bear fishing for salmon. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan

.479 – Newtown, Ketchikan, Alaska. Schallerer’s Photo Shop, Ketchikan [bird’s eye view of waterfront]

.480 – 134. Palmer school. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [winter, with mountains in background]

.481 – 143. Frosty tree. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [tree in hoar frost]

.482 – 181. Red fox and Mt. McKinley. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [winter]

.483 – 186. Bull moose. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage

.484 – 204. Nome beach, King Island Eskimos hiding from camera. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage [five people sitting on beach near tent frame]

.485 – 231. Wild iris, Eklutna flats. Stewart’s Photo Shop, Anchorage

.486 – 17. Alaskan photography by Everett J. Wilde, Tetlin [caribou next to stream in wooded area]

.487 – 163. Juneau, Gov’s mansion. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [exterior of governor’s mansion in summer]

.488 – Palmer. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [actually two Alaska Native children wearing print parkas on gravel beach, ice floes in background]

.489 – Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [Alaska Native woman in fur-trimmed parka posed outdoors; at AFN 2014, ruff style identified as a “sunshine ruff”]
.490 – Palmer. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [actually two Alaska Native women wearing fur parkas posed outdoors, ice floes in background; at AFN 2014, location identified as Barrow, women as Mary Brower Stotts, left, and Mabel Brower Hopson]
.491 – 485. Nome. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [large group of people on tundra gathered around high-wing single-engine prop airplane]
.492 – 494. Nome. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [Alaska Native man wearing parka with fur ruff posed on beach, woman on boat in background]
.493 – 726. Juneau. Photo by E. Wolf, Juneau [two Alaska Native girls posed on sled frame, dog in harness on grass, lake in background, summer. At AFN 2015, location identified as Rainbow Glacier Camp in Haines]
.494 – 58. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [fox in winter]
.495 – 59. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [log cache in winter]
.496 – 65. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [mink in winter]
.497 – 66. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [marten in winter]
.498 – 67. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [wolverine in winter]
.499 – 69. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [lynx in trap in winter]
.500 – 70. Wyman’s Photo Service, Fairbanks [otter in winter]

Guide updated: October 10, 2019